Designers make process-level decisions to (i) select designs for performance evaluation, (ii) select information source, and (iii) decide whether to stop design exploration. These decisions are influenced by problem-related factors, such as costs and uncertainty in information sources, and budget constraints for design evaluations. The objective of this paper is to analyze individuals' strategies for making process-level decisions under the availability of noisy information sources of different cost and uncertainty, and limited budget. Our approach involves a) conducting a behavioral experiment with an engineering optimization task to collect data on subjects' decision strategies, b) eliciting their decision strategies using a survey, and c) performing a descriptive analysis to compare elicited strategies and observations from the data. We observe that subjects use specific criteria such as fixed values of attributes, highest prediction of performance, highest uncertainty in performance, and attribute thresholds when making decisions of interest. When subjects have higher budget, they are less likely to evaluate points having highest prediction of performance, and more likely to evaluate points having highest uncertainty in performance. Further, subjects conduct expensive evaluations even when their decisions have not sufficiently converged to the region of maximum performance in the design space and improvements from additional cheap evaluations are large. The implications of the results in identifying deviations from optimal strategies and structuring decisions for further model development are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In decision-based design, the engineering design process is perceived as a decision making process where different design options are identified, options are evaluated sequentially, and the design option with highest performance is selected [1] . Under this framework, designers make process-level decisions such as 1) selecting a design at every iteration to evaluate performance, 2) selecting a model or information source for performance evaluation, and 3) deciding whether the best performance is achieved.
External factors related to the design problem, budget constraints, and incentives to designers influence process-level decisions decisions. These decisions are inherently dependent upon problem-specific factors such as uncertainty in performance, and costs of evaluation for different information sources. The number of design evaluations are limited by budget constraints [2, 3] . In such scenarios, the objective of maximizing utility is satisfied by maximizing the profit from the final design. The higher the resources spent on evaluations to get the same final performance, the lower is the profit. Therefore, design decisions are made under the constraints of limited budget and a decision maker's goal is to maximize the design performance while minimizing the cost of design evaluations.
Many theoretical studies have proposed optimal strategies for the above decisions [2, 4, 5] . However, there is a lack of understanding about what strategies individuals actually follow in the design process. Some strategies are computationally intensive, and therefore unlikely to represent actual human decisions. Also, there is a lack of understanding about how individuals' strategies
Approach
In this study, we employ a behavioral experiment to assess the effects of budget constraints on designers' decisions. The behavioral experiment provides a way to control external factors that may influence designers' decisions [23] . In an experimental task, various external influences can be mitigated while maintaining realism by using humans as designers and real money as incentives [24] . Based on this methodology, we (i) collect data on human subjects' decision strategies using a behavioral experiment with engineering optimization task, (ii) elicit their decision strategies using a survey in the experiment, and (iii) perform a descriptive analysis comparing elicited strategies with observations from the experimental data.
The experimental task used in the behavioral experiment simulates iterative evaluations in engineering design optimization in a manner consistent with the decision-based design process. In this task, designers have control over different decisions and strategies they want to use. We control how each individual processes the acquired information by showing them acquired samples and corresponding surrogate models at each instance they make a decision. The task involves a simulated problem, and not a real problem for the reasons that: 1) subjects' knowledge of the problem does not interfere with the experimental task, 2) design space is well defined, and 3) design costs, uncertainty, and budget can be controlled to observe their effects on subjects' decisions. The experimental task is still a design optimization task because finding the best solution requires evaluations of different designs, assessing their values, and deciding the best design [1] . Also, despite a well-defined design space, the best design is not known until an information search, processing of the acquired information, and stopping are completed [19] .
The rest of the paper is outlined as follow. Section 2 details the experimental task used in the behavioral experiment and its underlying assumptions. Section 3 describes the behavioral experiment which uses the experimental task. Section 4 lists strategies subjects used and corresponding decision models identified. Section 5 present descriptive analysis of the experimental data using decision models from Section 4. Section 6 summarizes the conclusions from this study.
AN EXPERIMENTAL TASK REPRESENTING TYPI-CAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
The experimental task represents a hypothetical design scenario of a designer who makes design decisions, and a statistician who develops a surrogate model for processing the acquired information. The designer receives the payment as a function of outcomes of her decisions. The roles of designer and statistician are separated to maintain uniformity in how all designers process acquired information. Also, in the actual experiment, a subject acts as a designer while the back-end of the user interface acts as a statistician.
The Designer
Consider a designer designing a component by evaluating performance at various points in the design space. The designer's objective is to find a design that maximizes the performance.
We represent the design space as X and a point in the design space as x. Let denote the actual performance at x by f (x) which is unknown to the designer. The designer's task is to find
Assumption 1 (Continuous design space) The design performance f (x) is a one-dimensional continuous function of a single design parameter x. The design space X is a finite interval, and the designer can evaluate f (x) at any point x ∈ X . Assumption 2 (Sequential design process) We assume that the designer evaluates multiple designs sequentially. Each evaluation takes one unit of time to run. However, the designer may take varying units of time to choose design point x in the design space. But, once a design is chosen to be evaluated, the designer may not begin another evaluation until the previous evaluation is complete.
Assumption 3 (Multiple Noisy Information Sources) The designer may evaluate performance at any design using either cheap simulations, or expensive physical prototypes. We refer to them as information sources. We assume that both information sources provide noisy observations. In simulations, observations may be noisy due to approximations such as discretization of design space, computational limitations, and errors from theoretical inadequacy. In physical prototypes, the noise may arise from manufacturing defects, or machining tolerances when preparing test specimen. Therefore, the evaluation at design point x generates an observation y which may be different from the true f (x). We assume that observation y is distributed with fixed variance about f (x).
The observation from information sources are distributed as a normal distribution about the true performance function.
where y a is an observation at design point x from information source a. The variance of observation σ 2 a is known to the designer. Let us assume that the cheap simulations are denoted with a = l, and the expensive prototypes with a = h. σ 
Assumption 4 (Known costs)
The evaluation of the performance of any design costs a fixed amount for either information source known apriori to the designer. The total cost is the sum of costs for all evaluations. If c l and c h are the costs of a simulation and a physical prototype respectively, then c l < c h .
The Statistician
For reasons such as evaluations are expensive, time consuming, and performance function is rugged, a statistician accompanies the designer whose task is to characterize a meta-model of the true performance function. At the time of any evaluation, the statistician co-worker has access to all previous design points, observations, and noisy information sources. After n ∈ N + evaluations, n l is the number of observations from cheap simulations and n h is the number of observations from expensive prototypes, such that n = n l + n h . We assume that designs x a = {x
} and corresponding observations y a = {y (1) a ,y (2) a ,...y (n a ) a } are known for both information sources a = l and a = h.
Since the engineer and the statistician do not know f (x), we assume that they assign zero mean Gaussian prior on f (x),
where
, is a radial basis covariance function with parameters lengthscale l and variance v.
The predictive probability that y is the true performance at x conditional on all of the available data is
are the predictive mean and predictive variance functions respectively. X and Y represent the matrices containing simulations and prototype inputs and function outputs, respectively, k(x,X) is the cross-covariance between x and X, K is the covariance at X, and Σ is a diagonal matrix with the first n l elements of the diagonal equal to σ 2 l , and the remaining n h elements equal to σ 2 h . For example, the predictive distribution of y over all x's, given l = 2,v = 600,σ l = 10,and σ h = 0.1, is shown in Figure 1 in terms of the predictive mean and 95 th percentile bounds.
Assumption 5 (Surrogate model) The statistician provides a surrogate model to the designer in terms of the mean estimate of true performance, and the 5 th and 95 th percentile bounds along with it. It is assumed that the designer understands this information.
Performance-based Payment
Assumption 6 (Fixed budget) The total budget B assigned to the designer for performance evaluations is fixed. The designer can spend at most B on all evaluations. The designer may stop before exhausting the entire budget B. Therefore, the total cost incurred, b n = c l n l + c h n h , is less than B.
The designer receives a fixed salary for her effort. Additionally, she may receive bonuses proportional to her best physical prototype, and the amount of budget she saved. At least one physical prototype is required because the noise in simulations is large but the noise in physical prototypes is small. Assumption 7 (Performance-based payment) The engineer's payment is performance-based that includes a fixed salary, and bonuses based on her best performance and the budget she saves. If she stops after n observations with observations D where n = {1,2,3...}, then her payment I n is:
where I 0 is a fixed salary. H f and H b , respectively, are bonuses from the best performance and remaining budget.
being the best physical prototype. And, δ (n h ≥ 1) is the Kronecker delta function which is 1 if n h ≥ 1 and 0 otherwise.
BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT TO GATHER DATA ABOUT SUBJECTS' DECISION STRATEGIES
A total of 63 student subjects were recruited from the introductory machine design class (ME352: Machine Design I) in the School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University. The participation was voluntary and was not considered towards students' grades. All subjects were asked to stay until at least 45 minutes even if they finished early so that other students completing their tasks were not disturbed. Subjects were paid $15 on average.
Tasks and Treatments
In the experiment, the subjects performed 18 runs of the experimental task described in Section 2 each with different performance function f (x). A run of the experimental task was called a period. The objective in each period was to find a maximum of the unknown function f (x). Each period involved multiple sequential iterations, and at each iteration, every subject was required to 1) choose a value for a design parameter x, 2) select a model to evaluate f (x) at x, i.e., either simulation (model l) or physical prototype (model h), and 3) decide whether to stop evaluations. Some parameters of the experimental task were fixed at c l = 2,c h = 8,σ l = 10,σ h = 0., and X = [−10,10].
18 distinct functions were used in the periods (shown in Figure 2). They were randomly generated prior to the experiment and fixed for all subjects. The order in which these 18 functions were assigned to different periods was randomized to minimize interactions between functions and treatments.
The experiment was divided into three treatments 1 .
1. Trial (2 periods): The first treatment involved two trial periods to help the subjects get familiar with the user interface before starting the actual experiment. The outcomes of these functions were not considered towards subjects' payment. 2. Use-or-lose budget (9 periods): For this treatment, a subject was allocated a fixed budget per period. Any remaining budget after evaluations were stopped was discarded and not added to the subject's payment. In this treatment, a subject evaluated 9 different unknown functions in 9 different periods, with 3 functions each for three categories of fixed budget (B) per period equal to 20, 40 and 60. 3. Save-remaining budget (9 periods): In this treatment, a subject evaluated 9 different unknown functions in 9 different periods, with 3 functions each for the three categories of fixed budget per period equal to 20, 40 and 60. Any re-maining budget after evaluations were stopped was added to the subject's payment.
At the end of the above three treatments, the subjects were presented with a survey on their computer screens. In the survey, the subjects gave responses to three questions asking them to list strategy or strategies they used when 1) choosing next x, b) choosing between cheap simulations and expensive prototypes, and 3) deciding to stop function evaluations.
The order of treatments was varied across the subjects to adjust for order effects. After the trial treatment, use-or-lose and save-remaining budget treatments were conducted in four differ- 
Payment Rule
The payment was calculated according to Eq. 4. The fixed salary for every subject was 5 USD (I o = 5). A subject's performance in a period was defined as a function of his/her best physical prototype in that period, called gross payoff. If y * n was the best observation in physical prototypes, then the gross payoff H f was calculated as,
where f max was the true maximum value of a given unknown function. The gross payoff was revealed after all evaluations were ended for the period. For periods in the save-remaining treatment, any remaining budget was added to the gross payoff such that H b = B − b n . For periods in the use-or-lose budget treatment, H b = 0. A subject's bonus payment, additional to the fixed salary, was his/her net payoffs (H f (y * h ) + H b ) in two randomly selected periods, one each in use-or-lose budget and save-remaining budget treatments. The payment was based on random periods to encourage subjects to put their best effort in every period. Also, the payment was revealed at the end of the experiment, mandating participation in all parts to receive any payment. This rule minimized effects on future effort due to winnings from previous periods called wealth effects. It also reduced the selection bias that could discourage participation in future treatments once the payment from previous treatments was received.
DECISION MODELS IDENTIFIED FROM THE SUR-VEY RESPONSES
For a comparison to subjects' actual strategies, we first provide a brief overview of optimal strategies of designers' decisions described in past literature.
Optimal Strategies for Designers' Decisions
The optimal strategies specify decisions that maximize the expectation of payoff. For the decision to choose next x, the optimal strategy is to select x where the expected improvement (EI) in the maximum of predictive mean is the highest [25, 10] . This strategy is however independent of fixed budget and encodes next x only based on previous observations. For the decision to choose information source, the optimal strategy is to pick the source which has the highest value of information (maximum of EI in the current function maximum minus the cost of additional evaluation using the source) [4] . For our case, both information sources have the true performance as mean (Eq. 1). As a result, the EI from an additional evaluation using either of the sources is the same. Therefore, the optimal strategy is to only select cheap simulations, and perform one expensive prototype at the end when the EI is small. For the decision to stop, the optimal strategy is to stop when the value of information from an additional evaluation is negative for either of the information sources [4, 14] .
Decision Models and Corresponding Survey Responses
In this section, we identify decision models for the three decisions of interest from the survey responses.
For the decision to choose next x, few examples of responses to the survey which asked subjects to list their strategies are as follows: (1) "I (chose x in) intervals of 2 and then built a physical prototype on the highest peak.", (2) "-5,0,5 were usually always my first guesses to get a general shape of the entire graph..." (3) "I sampled 5 points -8 -4 0 4 8 for fasted relatively detailed general view.", and 4) "I picked x values around large uncertainty boundaries to reduce them".
Based on the survey responses, we identify three decision models for the decision to choose x. Subjects, in reality, may use a combination of the following strategies, as evident from some of their responses. However, we identify distinct rules that may be common. what the image might look like I guessed with (a prototype) where I thought the maximum of the function would be", and (4) "Once the computer simulations kept resulting in consistent values, I picked the one that appeared to be the highest along the predicted graph to find x."
From the survey responses, we identify three decision models for choosing an informations source. In all three models, we assume that subjects begin using cheap simulations, and shift to using expensive prototypes.
1. Fixed Sample Model: According to this model, cheap simulations are used for a fixed number samples, expensive physical prototypes are used thereafter. The number of samples for both simulations and prototypes are fixed before the search begins. 2. Fixed Maxima-Region Entropy Model: In this model, we assume that subjects use the acquired information to decide whether the region of function maximum has been sufficiently identified. Once the information entropy of such region reduces to a fixed value, subjects start evaluations using physical prototypes. Evidently, subjects in survey responses mention that they use physical prototype when "high values are found" or "it appeared that the maximum is around". 3. Fixed Expected Improvement Model: In this model, cheap simulations are used for initial samples. With more number of cheap simulations, the expectation of improvement in the current best observation reduces. When this expectation reduces to some fixed values, expensive prototypes are used thereafter.
For the decision to stop evaluations, common survey responses are: (1) "I stopped after I saw the (best performance) go up to a high number or stop changing when I added more prototypes.", (2) "I stopped evaluations when my physical prototype seemed to reach the local maximum of the area I was searching.", (3) "(I stopped when) marginal gain from cost of new prototype to potential gain in the final result (was low.)" (4) "When saving budget however I tried to get the most out of about half the budget"
We identify the following four decision models for the decision to stop evaluations based on survey responses. 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section, we analyze how decisions of all subjects in aggregate are affected by the total fixed budget, and incentive to save budget. For this, we quantify all subjects' decisions in different treatments into metrics that specify closeness of their decisions to different models identified in Section 4. The effects of interest are observed by analyzing the variation in values of closeness metrics across different treatments. The findings of this descriptive analysis are summarized in Table 1 .
Mathematically, the decision to choose next x after n th evaluations is quantified by x (n+1) ∈ X , the decision to choose information source by a n+1 which is 1 if expensive prototype is selected and 0 otherwise, and decision to stop by s n which is 1 if stopped, and 0 otherwise. Each decision model depends upon a single criterion such as information entropy, fixed number of samples, expected improvement, etc. Let us denote this criterion for each decision model by statistic M. To observe the effect of budget and incentives, we need to observe how x (n+1) , a n+1 , and s n change as M is changed in different treatments. Therefore, for every model, we categorize M into different intervals and estimate the values of closeness metrics for each interval of M. The closeness metrics for different decisions are defined as follows.
1. Closeness ratio (z M ): If a model describes choosing x where statistic M(x) is maximum, and a subject's choice of x at sample number n is x (n+1) , then the closeness of the sub-
2. Probability of choosing expensive prototype (p H ): a n+1 is assumed to have a Bernoulli distribution with success probability equal to the probability of choosing physical prototype p H . For any interval of M, multiple data points for a n+1 are available from decisions of multiple subjects in multiple periods. Therefore, we use Wilson Score Interval [26] to estimate the mean and error bounds for p H in every interval of M. 3. Probability of stopping (p S ): The decision to stop s n is Unobserved due to high variance in observations.
Decision to choose between two information sources a) Fixed Sample Model 10
Common sequences for a) budget 20: (6l, 1h), b) budget 40: (9l, 1h), c) budget 60: (10l, 5h).
The fixed number for both simulations and prototypes increases.
Subjects use more simulations, and less prototypes. Prototypes are chosen with higher probability.
At a given budget, prototypes are chosen with lower probability.
d) Fixed Expected Improvement (EI) Rule 4
Fixed value not observed The probability of using an expensive prototype increases.
The prob. of choosing prototype decreases, but only at budget 60. No effect when using the entire budget. The probability of stopping increases.
The probability of stopping increases, but only for budgets 40 & 60.
d) Constant Expected Improvement Model 9 Constant EI value < 2 The probability of stopping reduces.
The probability of stopping increases only for budgets 40 & 60.
modeled as a Bernoulli distribution with success probability equal to the probability of stopping (p S ). Also, for any interval of M, multiple data points for s n are available from decisions of multiple subjects and multiple periods. Therefore, we estimate a confidence interval for p S from these decisions for every category of M using the Wilson Score Interval [26] .
Overall, each subject sampled 165 points on average in all 18 periods. Therefore, for 63 subjects, a total of about 10395 data points on every decision are available. In the next section, we compare the estimations of M for each decision model are different in different treatments. Figure 3 , the subjects sample most number of times at (x =) 0,5,−5,−10 in decreasing frequency for the 1 st sample. They sample at 5,−5,0 for the 2 nd sample in decreasing frequency, and at 0,−5,5 for the 3 rd sample in decreasing frequency. The distribution of sampled point at the 5th sample is closer to the uniform distribution. Out of the 12 possible sequences, the following 5 sequences are more likely for the first three samples: (0,5,−5), (−5,5,0), (−10,5,0), (−10,5,−5), (−10,−5,0), since 0 has a small frequency to appear on the 2 nd sample, and 5 has a small frequency to appear on the 3 rd sample. Some subjects in the survey mentioned that they use finer intervals when the fixed budget is higher. This trend is not observed in Figure 3 .
Decision to Choose x 5.1.1 Fixed Interval Model From the observation of

Dominant Prediction Model
Here, M(x) = µ n (x), the prediction mean function over the design space X . As observed from Figure 4 , subjects increasingly sample points closer to the highest predictive mean during later stages of evaluations. The mean and median values of z µ n increase as the num- ber of samples n increases. Further, the fixed budget affects the above behavior. In the Use-or-lose Budget treatments, subjects begin using this model early as the fixed budget available decreases. For example in Figure 4 , compare the mean value of z µ n (equal to 0.8) at interval n ∈ (6,7) for total budget 20, and that of (equal to 0.55) at the same interval for total budget 40. In the Save-remaining Budget treatments, similar trends are observed except for between the fixed budgets of 40 and 60 (compare at n ∈ (10,11)). This may be because subjects stop early in Saveremaining Budget (60) treatment in expectation of saving larger budget. The group of subjects who indicated in the survey that they used this strategy have higher z µ n values than the aggregate of all subjects.
Highest Uncertainty Model For this model,
n (x), the predictive variance function. From Figure 5 , we observe that subjects sample near the point of highest predictive variance during the initial stages of search but move away from this strategy as more samples are accumulated 2 . Subjects use this model more frequently when the fixed budget is higher. For instance, in the Use-or-lose Budget treatments, the mean of z σ 2 n at n ∈ (6,7) increases as the fixed budget increases. This trend is observed for intervals (10, 11) and (14, 15) of n between total 2 Ignore intervals (10, 11) and (14, 15) in the treatments of total budget 20 and 40 respectively. Subjects who sampled this many points could do so because they did not sample any physical observations. They are included in the plot to convey the existence of such data points. Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects FIGURE 4. The estimates of closeness ratio zµ n for Dominant Prediction Model at different intervals of sample number n. budgets of 40 and 60. In the Save-remaining Budget treatments, the mean of z σ 2 n increases for interval (6,7) between budgets 20 and 40. But, this trend cannot be observed between budgets 40 and 60 due to large variance of z σ 2 n values.
Decision to Choose a Information Source 5.2.1 Fixed Sample Model
For this model, M = n. The amount of fixed budget affects the numbers of cheap simulations and physical prototypes used by subjects (see Figure 6 ). Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects FIGURE 6. Estimations of probability of choosing expensive prototype p H for Fixed Sample Model in different intervals of sample number.
According to the peaks observed in Figure 6 , the most frequent strategies for budget 20 is (7l,1h), i.e., 7 cheap simulations and then one expensive physical prototype. For the treatments with budget B = 40, all strategies are equally distributed. Additionally however, for B = 60, the relatively sharper jump at n = 10 and a plateau thereafter suggest that strategy (10l,5h) may be prominent. In the Save-remaining Budget treatments, likely strategies are a) budget 20: (6l,1h), b) budget 40: (9l,1h),(9l,2h),(10l,1h),(11l,1h),(12l,1h) and (13l,1h). The group of subjects who said that they used this model in the survey use this model more closely. At initial samples, the estimations of p H for this group is smaller than that of all subjects combined together. Also, their probabilities suggest sharper rise at some fixed sample numbers.
Fixed Maxima-Region Entropy Model
To quantify whether the region of function maximum has been identified, we use the entropy of distribution over x * n = argmax
as the statistic M. Here, f n (x) is a sample function from the predictive distribution (Eq. 3). To find the entropy of distribution over x * n , denoted by H(x * n ), we sample 500 functions, identify x * n where a sampled function is maximum for all sampled functions, and estimate the entropy of the distribution of identified x * n s. Therefore, M(x) = H(x * n ), where H(X) = −∑ N i q(x i )logq(x i ) represents the entropy of distribution q(X) over X = {x 1 ,x 2 ,...x N }.
As observed from Figure 7 , subjects use physical prototypes even when the entropy of the region of maxima is reduced, especially at high budgets. The values of p H are greater than 0.25 Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects for all intervals of the entropy. The fixed budget affects decisions in this model. In the Use-or-lose Budget treatments, the value of p H at any interval of entropy increases as fixed budget increases from 20 to 40, while it remains the same going from budget 40 to 60. The similar trend is observed for the Save-remaining Budgets treatments.
Fixed Expected Improvement Model
For this model, M = max x EI n (x). Here, EI n (x) is the expected improvement in the maximum of predictive mean function. Because the samples from simulations are noisy, the current maximum is defined as the maximum of predictive mean, i.e., µ * n = max 1≤i≤n µ n (x i ). Let ∆ n (x) be the positive difference between predictive mean at x and the best estimate so far. That is, ∆ n (x) = max{µ n (x) − µ * n ,0}. Then, the expected improvement in µ * n by doing an additional evaluation at x ∈ X is calculated as [25] ,
where Φ(x) and φ (x), respectively, are the cumulative distribution function and the probability density function of standard normal distribution.
The results from Figure 8 suggest that subjects evaluate using expensive prototypes even at higher values of the highest expected improvement (EI) maxEI n (x). The probability of picking expensive prototype is high (p H > 0.2) for all intervals of maxEI n in all treatments. The change from using cheap simulations to ex- (20) [ 0 , [ 0 , Use or Lose Budget (60) [ 0 , 
Save Remaining
Budget (40) [ 0 , pensive prototypes is only significant at very small values of EI when no additional evaluation is preferred. The estimations of p H for the group of subjects who indicated that they used this strategy have high variance. Therefore, the observations of their strategies do not offer more insights. We observe that p S increases as subjects' best physical observation is closer to the maximum of predictive mean function. Also, the amount of fixed budget affects subjects' probability of stopping. At smaller budget, subjects stop when the difference ∆ n (x) is large. For example, for ∆ n (x) ∈ [−20,0) in Use-orlose Budget treatments, p S (= 0.4) at budget 20 is smaller than p S (= 0.1) at budget 60.
Decision to
Constant Maxima-Region Entropy Model
In this model, the entropy is defined and calculated in the same way as in Section 5.2.2. That is, the statistic M is equal to H(x * n ). From Figure 9 , we observe that the subjects are more likely to stop evaluations at lower entropy of maxima region when the budget is small. p S for entropy in [0,1) is about 0.5 at budget 20, and reduces to 0.25 for budget 60. However, saving budget does not affect this behavior, since p S for same budgets in Use-or-lose Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects FIGURE 9. Estimations of probability of stopping p S for Constant Maxima-Region Entropy Model in different intervals of entropy.
Budget and Save-remaining Budget are the same.
Fixed Budget
Model : For this model, the statistic M is equal to b n , the total cost of evaluations incurred. b n = n l c l + n h c h .
Subjects use the entire budget in all budget treatments of Use-or-lose Budget, and the Save-remaining Budget treatment of budget 20. In other Save-remaining Budget treatments, subjects' probability of stopping increasing as the total budget spent or cost increases. However, when subjects have already spent large budget, they more likely use the entire remaining budget. For example, in Save-remaining Budget treatment of total budget 60, p S reduces for b t ∈ [50,60), and spikes at b t = 60 where the search ends.
Constant Expected Improvement Model
For this model, the expected improvement is defined in the same manner as in section 5.2.3. And, M = max
We observe that subjects use this strategy with higher probability at smaller budgets of Use-or-lose Budget treatments, and in Save-remaining Budget treatments. For example, p S between [0,2) is highest for budget 20 compared to budgets 40 and 60. Further, in the Save-remaining Budget treatments, this probability increases for EI between [0,2) at all budgets compared to their budget counterparts in Use-or-lose Budget treatments. In all treatments, the constant expected improvement value when stopping is less than 1. Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects FIGURE 10. Estimations of probability of stopping p S at given amount of budget spent in different treatments.
CONCLUSIONS
In decision-based design, designers make decisions about choosing design points, evaluating performance at those points using multiple information sources, ranking them based on payoffs, and picking the best design point [1] . These decisions are influenced by the constraints of fixed budget and minimizing spending on performance evaluations. In order to study how humans make these decisions under such constraints, we conduct a controlled experimental task for engineering design optimization. Using a survey in the experiment, we identify that subjects combine different criteria when making sequential decisions. We quantify these criteria into decision models using different statistics of the surrogate model, and descriptively analyze effects of budget constraints ( 1) .
The descriptive analysis of the experimental data draws several conclusions on the effects of budget constraints on designers' strategies:
1. Subjects use explicit criteria to make various decisions.
These criteria are consistent with the decision-making literature [12, 21] , and are based on prior assumptions or information acquired during design evaluations. These criteria are (a) fixed values of attributes (Sections 5. [ 0 , [ 0 , Use or Lose Budget (40) Use or Lose Budget (60) [ 0 , [ 0 , Save Remaining Budget (60)
Mean for subjects who indicated of using this strategy Mean for all subjects FIGURE 11. Estimations of probability of stopping p S for Constant Expected Improvement (EI) Model in different intervals of EI.
2. Some of the above criteria fix decisions before the search begins, e.g., evaluating specific points defines the decision to choose x. In other criteria, decisions are made sequentially, e.g., additional evaluations at new points are performed if the region of performance maxima is unclear. This behavior correlates with the previous research on testing in product design which suggest that evaluations are pre-planned when they are expensive [27] . 3. When subjects have a higher fixed budget allotted for design evaluations, they are less likely to evaluate points having highest prediction of performance (Section 5.1.2), and more likely to evaluate points having highest uncertainty in performance (Section 5.1.3). Subjects sample more number of expensive prototypes in general and start using expensive prototypes even when the region of the best design is not well identified (Section 5.2.2), and the expected improvement in performance is large (Section 5.2.3). At higher fixed budget, subjects explore more designs, and at the end of the process, the performance of the best expensive prototype design is higher (Section 5.3.1). 4. When subjects are incentivized to save budget, their strategies are affected in the same manner as when the total fixed budget is decreased. However, the effect is only prominent when the fixed budget is high. 5. Subjects who explicitly state strategies they used for making decisions follow those strategies more closely than the aggregate of all subjects.
Our findings have implications in design research for understanding deviations of designers' decisions from optimal strategies. Optimally, cheap simulations should be used until the very last evaluation when the expected improvement (EI) in function maximum is small. However, subjects in our experiment use expensive prototypes even when EI values are large (Figure 8) . Subjects use more number of expensive evaluations when the fixed budget is higher (see Figure 10 ). Further, evaluations should be stopped when the EI from an additional evaluation is smaller than the cost of evaluation. However, subjects do not stop evaluations at small EI values when they have a larger budget to spend. (see Figure 11) . Additionally, our findings provide some directions for structuring various designers' decisions and defining theoretical models of these decisions. The effects of budget constraints and incentives observed in our study necessitate these factors to be incorporated in theoretical models. For example, in the decision to choose next design point, subjects use high uncertainty points more frequently than high mean prediction points as fixed budget increases. For the decision choose an information source, subjects decide the numbers of cheap and expensive evaluations they want to perform a priori. For the decision to stop evaluations, subjects decide the portion of budget they want to spend a priori.
In future work, more rigorous analysis of the experimental data will be performed at the level of an individual subject. Every subject's strategies will be analyzed individually to investigate which decision models are more likely under different treatments. It is possible that some subjects' strategies consistently deviate from the aggregate strategies discussed in this paper. Or, individuals use particular models over others. Such analysis will be performed using estimations of likelihood probabilities for different decision models.
Further research is needed to test the generality of these results to realistic design settings where factors such as designer's expertise, problem domain, non-monetary incentives, and organization practice can affect subjects' strategies. For example, designers' long experience of solving particular domain problems may stir them toward evaluating particular designs. Tests of generality can either be performed using field experiments, or observational studies on real design and systems engineering organizations.
